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Abstract—We provide a modified algorithm for computing
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) monthly oceanic
rain rates (3A11) for TRMM Microwave Imager data using the
Microwave Emission Brightness Temperature Histogram (METH)
technique developed by Wilheit et al. Shin and Chiu examined
changes associated with TRMM boost by adjusting the microwave
brightness temperature (Tb ) for the postboost data to match
the preboost data. We computed a new relation between Tb and
rain rate (Tb −R) for the postboost characteristics using the
same radiative transfer model of Wilheit et al. and modified the
algorithm by providing two Tb −R relations for the preboost and
postboost era, respectively. The modified algorithm is applied to
TRMM data without Tb adjustment. Preliminary results show a
significant improvement over the unmodified algorithm in terms
of biases and linear trends. Their differences on the application
of the METH technique to other microwave data for climate-scale
rainfall are discussed.
Index Terms—Global Precipitation Climatology Project
(GPCP), microwave radiometry, ocean, rainfall, Tropical Rainfall
Measuring Mission (TRMM).

I. I NTRODUCTION

L

ONG-TERM records of geophysical parameters derived
from satellite data have been commonly used in climate
studies. These studies include climate trends and variabilities.
Climate trends are defined relative to the time period of the data
record. If these climate trends are determined using data from
different sensors onboard different satellites within the data
record, consistency of data sets across sensors and satellites
must be guaranteed.
Accurate rainfall and evaporation estimates are crucial to
understanding the global water and energy cycles. Over the
oceans, satellite estimates are deemed the only means for
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globally monitoring precipitation due to the scarcity of the
buoy data networks. Climate trends are dependent on the time
period of record and are sensitive to the input satellite data and
algorithms used [4]–[9]. These algorithms should be robust to
accommodate changes in the input data to provide a consistent
set of outputs for climate-scale trend analysis.
Wilheit et al. [1] developed a Microwave Emission Brightness Temperature Histogram (METH) technique for estimating monthly oceanic rain rates based on the Special Sensor
Microwave Imager (SSM/I) measurements taken on board the
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites.
The novelty of the technique is that the rain rates are calibrated
to the nonraining portion of the rain spectrum, which is therefore robust to the input satellite data, to the first order. The
technique was modified and applied to the Tropical Rainfall
Measuring Mission (TRMM) Microwave Imager (TMI) data
to create a standard monthly oceanic rainfall product (TRMM
reference 3A11).
After the launch in November 1997, the TRMM satellite
was boosted from an altitude of 350 km to a higher altitude of
402 km in August 2001 to reduce drag and save maneuvering
fuel, thus extending the mission life to at least 2012. The
boost has affected the capability of instruments as well as the
algorithms and rainfall estimates. For example, the TRMM
precipitation radar (PR) echoes near the surface are lower
by about 1.2 dB due to the increased distance between the
satellite and the surface. Consequently, the ability to detect
weak rain by PR is reduced. Tagawa et al. [10] have recently provided the method for improved correction of beam
mismatch of the TRMM PR after the boost. For TMI, the
Earth’s incidence angle and the atmospheric path are different
between the preboost and postboost period. The brightness
temperatures (Tb ) in the TMI microwave channels have been
affected due to the increase in the Earth incidence angle, the
footprint diameter, and the swath width. As a result of the
slightly longer path between the satellite and the surface,
the postboost Tb is relatively higher than the preboost Tb .
Analyses of Version 6 (current version) TRMM 3A11 rainfall
estimates [2] show a distinct jump between preboost and postboost period with respect to the continuous rainfall estimates
derived from SSM/I data. Shin and Chiu [2] also provided an
ad-hoc adjustment of the microwave Tb for the postboost data
by subtracting the increased Tb of 1.67 K for correction of
rainfall estimates.
However, in this paper, we provide a modified 3A11 algorithm that takes account of the TRMM boost while no ad-hoc Tb
adjustments were made. In essence, the preboost and postboost
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TMI represent two slightly different sensors and hence, may
provide a test of the robustness of the METH approach. To
provide a consistent background for comparison, the oceanic
rainfall rates estimated by METH using SSM/I data onboard
the DMSP F13 satellite are used. The modification of the
METH algorithm is explained in Section II, and the results are
discussed in Section III. Section IV presents analyses of the
rainfall trends computed from the modified 3A11 algorithm and
their comparison with SSM/I data. The conclusions are given in
Section V.
II. M ODIFICATION OF METH A LGORITHM
Details of the algorithm are described by Wilheit et al. [1]
and Shin and Chiu [2]. The technique relies on brightness
temperature–rain rate (Tb −R) relations derived from a radiative transfer model (RTM) [3]. In the RTM, a Marshall–Palmer
distribution [11] of raindrops as a function of rain rate is
assumed to exist from the ocean surface to the freezing level
in the atmosphere. A constant lapse rate of 6.5 ◦ C/km and a
relative humidity that increases linearly with height from 80%
at the ocean surface to 100% at the freezing level and above
are assumed. The variations of sea-surface temperature and
emissivity due to surface wind are neglected. A linear combination of twice of the SSM/I vertically polarized brightness
temperature at 19.35 GHz minus that at 22.235 GHz is used to
reduce the impact of variability of water vapor. At low freezing
levels, this linear combination minimizes the dependence of
the brightness temperature on water vapor at low rain rates.
In the algorithm, the observed microwave Tb histogram is
fitted to a mixed lognormal rain-rate distribution. A Gaussian
distribution of Tb is assumed for the nonraining part of the Tb
distribution, which is described by T0 and σ0 (the mean and
standard deviation of Tb for the nonraining portion of the Tb
histogram). The raining part of the distribution is described
by the rain fraction (p), and the mean and standard deviation
of the conditional rain-rate distribution. The fitting of the Tb
histogram is based on three moments of the distributions (mean,
variance, and skewness). The solution is achieved by iteration.
At each iteration, all parameters (T0 , σ0 , p, and the mean and
standard variation of the conditional rain rates) are modified to
minimize the errors between the moments. T0 is also used to
adjust the difference between the observed and computed Tb
histograms. From the relationship, Tb increases with rain rates
in the lower rain rates in the emission regime, but decreases for
higher rain rates due to scattering of the hydrometeors. Sensor
biases between satellites can contribute to biases in rainfall
estimates. Since Tb increases with rain rate for the frequently
observed rain-rate range, a low bias in Tb would result in a
lower rain rate, and vice versa. The solution for T0 , to a first
approximation, cancels the effect of these biases on the rain
rate but not on the freezing level.
The freezing level is considered as a proxy of the columnar
humidity content. The METH algorithm uses the mean of the
upper 99th percentile of the combined channels of vertically
polarized brightness temperatures to determine the altitude
of the freezing level. To correct the “beam-filling error,” a
freezing-level-dependent beam-filling correction (BFC) factor

Fig. 1. Relation between brightness temperature (twice vertical polarization
at 19.35 minus 21.3 GHz) and rain rate at different freezing levels. The solid
and dotted lines represent the relations for the preboost and postboost periods,
respectively. The inset shows the difference in the Tb −R relation in brightness
temperatures between postboost and preboost orbital configurations.

based on modeling and empirical results of Wang [12] and
Chiu et al. [13] is used. Even though corrections of microwave
Tb play a major role to rain-rate increases, Shin and Chiu [2]
demonstrate that corrections of the BFC factor can contribute
to an increase of about 1.5% of 3A11 rain rates. Therefore,
the increase in the BFC due to changes in resolution, as discussed in Shin and Chiu [2], is incorporated in the modified
algorithm.
Using the Wilheit et al. [3] model, the Tb −R relations
for TRMM preboost and postboost periods are calculated for
different freezing levels. Fig. 1 shows the relations of the
linear Tb combination (twice that of vertical polarization of
19.35 GHz minus 21.3 GHz of TMI channels) with rain rates
for four different freezing levels. The Earth incidence angles
are 52.8◦ and 53.4◦ for the preboost and postboost periods,
respectively. The Tb increases with increasing rain rate and
reaches a maximum faster for the higher freezing levels.
The postboost and preboost Tb −R curves are similar, with
Tb differences of from −0.5 to 2 K for the entire rain-rate
domain (see inset in Fig. 1). The computed Tb [and the Tb
difference] for postboost is higher than that for preboost at
lower rain rates and decreases as rain rate increases. Similarly,
the observed Tb at all TRMM microwave frequencies is also
higher for postboost period due to the increase of the satellite
altitude and the Earth incidence angle [2]. Instead of adjusting
the microwave Tb for the postboost data to match the preboost
data, we herein provide two Tb −R relations separately for the
preboost and postboost periods in the 3A11 oceanic rainfall
algorithms.
III. R ESULTS
The rain rates computed using the METH algorithm from
SSM/I data of DMSP F13 satellite, which serve as an input to
produce the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP)
multisatellite rainfall product [14], are used as a baseline to
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Fig. 2. Time series of rain rates from SSM/I, 3A11, and modified 3A11 from
1998 to 2007. The numbers shown in the box are the mean rain rate for the
whole period. The mean rain rates for only the postboost period are 3.10, 2.73,
and 2.86 mm/day for SSM/I, 3A11, and modified 3A11, respectively.

Fig. 3. Differences with SSM/I rain rates of 3A11 and modified 3A11. The
mean differences for preboost and postboost periods are computed without
August 2001 data.

compare with the 3A11 rain rates. During the TRMM boost
period, F13 is in nominal operating conditions. Ten years of F13
SSM/I and TMI data (1998–2007) are included and examined
in this study.
Fig. 2 shows the time series of rain rates from SSM/I,
3A11, and modified 3A11. Only collocated data among these
data sets are used for comparisons. The ten-year mean rain
rates are 3.06, 2.74, and 2.82 mm/day for SSM/I, 3A11, and
modified 3A11, in that order. The SSM/I rain rates are higher
than the 3A11 rain rates throughout the entire period; however,
in this study, we focus only on the discontinuity of 3A11
time series due to the boost effect. To clearly see the boost
effect on 3A11 rain rates, the time series of the differences
between 3A11 and SSM/I rain rates with and without boost
correction are shown in Fig. 3. Similar to the results of Shin
and Chiu [2], the rain-rate differences between preboost and
postboost without any correction are statistically significant.
To calculate the mean difference, the August 2001 data are
not included in the computation. The mean difference during
the preboost period is calculated to be −0.241 mm/day. When
the modified Tb −R relation is applied in METH algorithm
to the postboost data, the mean difference is improved to
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Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3 except for freezing levels.

−0.238 mm/day when compared with the −0.367 mm/day of
the one without modification. A student’s t-test shows no significant difference between preboost and postboost periods after
modification.
The freezing level, a proxy variable for determining the melting level and the atmospheric water-vapor content, is also examined. Fig. 4 shows the time series of the difference of freezing
levels between SSM/I and 3A11 with and without modification of Tb −R relation. Overall, the 3A11 freezing levels are
higher than the SSM/I. The jump after August 2001 in freezing
level due to the boost effect is also detected. The mean retrieved freezing level for the postboost period is about 0.12 km
higher than the preboost period. After a modified Tb −R relation
is applied, the mean freezing level difference is reduced to
0.26 km, which is virtually identical to the difference during
the preboost period (0.25 km).
Table I summarizes our results and compares the two approaches of Tb adjustment and the use of postboost Tb −R
relation. From Shin and Chiu [2], the differences between
the preboost and postboost periods are −0.185 mm/day for
rain rate and 0.113 km for freezing level. Tb -adjustment reduces the differences to −0.01 mm/day and −0.17 km, or
5% and 15%, respectively, for rain rate and freezing level.
If the proper physics is taken into account, using the same
radiative transfer model for the postboost orbital parameters,
the modified algorithm reduces the differences from −0.126 to
0.003 mm/day for rain rate and from 0.121 to 0.012 km for
freezing level, which represents reductions to 3% and 10%,
respectively. These differences, albeit small, have significant
implications for intersatellite calibration and climate-change
detection.
IV. C LIMATE T RENDS
To show the improvement of the modified 3A11 rain rates for
climate studies, linear-trend analyses of these oceanic rainfall
products are carried out for this time period. Fig. 5 shows
the time series of domain (40 S–40 N) average of the 3A11,
modified 3A11, and SSM/I oceanic nonseasonal rainfall. Nonseasonal rainfall is the departure of the monthly mean from
the climatological average over all the years. The time series
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR PREBOOST AND POSTBOOST BIASES FOR THE UNCORRECTED, Tb -ADJUSTED (SHIN AND CHIU), AND MODIFIED
ALGORITHM (THIS PAPER). RESULTS FOR THE MODIFIED ALGORITHM ARE COMPUTED FROM 1998 TO 2007. THE Tb -ADJUSTED ALGORITHM IS
COMPUTED FROM 1998 TO 2005, AND THE NUMBERS ARE TAKEN FROM SHIN AND CHIU. THE NUMBERS SHOWN IN THE TABLE FOR THE
MODIFIED ALGORITHM DO NOT INCLUDE AUGUST 2001. ∗ INDICATES SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE AT 95% USING A STUDENT’S t-TEST
AGAINST THE NULL HYPOTHESIS OF NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE PRE- AND POSTBOOST PERIODS

of Australia. The trend pattern for the unmodified algorithm
(not shown) is totally different. The linear-trend pattern for the
F13 SSM/I METH rain rates is shown on the lower panel of
Fig. 6. The trend patterns between these two rain products are
relatively similar and comparable to the trends found in Chiu
and Chokngamwong [7].

V. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 5. Comparisons of linear-trend analyses of 3A11, modified 3A11, and
SSM/I oceanic nonseasonal rainfall. The plots are shifted by 1 and 0.5 mm/day
for SSM/I and modified 3A11, respectively.

of SSM/I and modified 3A11 nonseasonal rainfall track along
with each other quite well. The correlation with SSM/I time
series is improved from 0.78 to 0.90. The solid lines represent
linear-trend analyses performed on these time series. Lineartrend herein is defined as the slope of the linear regression
of the time series. Significance of the trends is tested using
a two-tail student’s t-test. Results show a decreasing trend
(−0.060 mm/day per decade) for the unmodified 3A11 in
contrast to an increasing trend of 0.113 mm/day per decade
for the modified 3A11. The corresponding increase of the F13
SSM/I METH rain rates is 0.104 mm/day per decade.
The upper panel of Fig. 6 shows the spatial pattern of the
trend from linear regression analyses for the modified 3A11
computed from ten-year nonseasonal rain rates. Increasing
trends occur in the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) and
the South Pacific convergence zone. However, regions of decrease are found in the east Pacific of the ITCZ, the east Indian
Ocean between 5 N–25 N and the west Pacific to the east

After being boosted into a higher orbit, the characteristics
of the instruments onboard the TRMM satellite have been
affected. Small changes in Tb can contribute to significant
changes in rain rates. For the postboost TMI, the microwave
Tb is increased due to the increase in the Earth incidence
angle, the footprint diameter, and the swath width. Without
Tb adjustments, the difference of 3A11 and SSM/I shows a
significant jump between preboost and postboost data [2]. They
modified the algorithm by constantly subtracting the increased
Tb of 1.67 K from the postboost data to be consistent with the
preboost data. In this paper, a Tb −R relation is recomputed
from the radiative transfer model of Wilheit et al. [3] for the
postboost period. The 3A11 algorithm is modified to accept
two Tb −R relations for the preboost and postboost era, respectively, without any Tb adjustment. As the TRMM data products
are expected to be periodically reprocessed, the new version
(version 7) of the 3A11 rain product will be reprocessed using
the modified 3A11 algorithm.
Linear-trend analyses show that trends for modified 3A11
rain rates are significantly improved over the unmodified 3A11.
An increasing trend is found to be consistent in magnitude and
pattern with trends analyzed from GPCP and METH rain rates
using the Remote Sensing System Version 6 SSM/I brightness
temperature data. That two very different analyses of the microwave radiometer data yield similar results adds credibility to
the increasing rainfall trend.
In summary, an effort has been made to investigate the effects
of the TRMM orbit boost on the 3A11 algorithm, and we
demonstrate the robustness of the METH algorithm. By modifying the appropriate orbital parameters of TMI, changes in the
Tb are effectively accounted for in the modified algorithm for
postboost TMI data. Comparison with F13 SSM/I METH estimates shows that boost effect has been accounted for, without
ad-hoc adjustments in the Tb . If we consider the preboost and
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Fig. 6. Patterns of linear-trends of (upper panel) ten-year modified 3A11 nonseasonal rainfall and (lower panel) METH applied to F13 SSM/I. The trend is
defined as a slope of the linear regression in units of millimeters per day per month.

postboost TMI as two different sensors, the METH technique
effectively accommodates the sensor changes, and hence, its
adaptability to different sensors for climate-scale analysis is
demonstrated.
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